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Our brand 
The Laing O’Rourke logo is the most powerful element of our visual identity. The logo not 
only says who we are now and what we stand for, but also where we have come from 
and what we have achieved. It’s symbolic of our drive to be the recognised leader for 
innovation and excellence in the construction industry. 

Along with the iconic structures we create, signage and other print material is arguably 
our most public asset. The high visibility of our site signs means it is imperative that we 
manage how they look, to ensure there is visual continuity across our projects.

The Buckner Group is Laing O’Rourke’s preferred supplier for signage across the Australia 
Hub. This catalogue has been developed by Laing O’Rourke’s in-house Communications 
team, offering a standard range of signage common to most of Laing O’Rourke’s projects 
and offices. These materials have been sized for economy of use and, as such, should not 
be altered without approval.  

All Next Gear signs and other materials can also be ordered via The Buckner Group and 
can be tailored to directly communicate our approach to health and safety, helping to 
ensure buy-in at all levels of the business.

All bespoke requirements must be requested through the Communications team. 
Any signage sourced from a supplier other than The Buckner Group must also be 
approved.

We thank you in advance for your cooperation. 

Regards,

Josh Murray 
Group Director 
Human Capital, Corporate Affairs and Office of the CEO
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Purchasing
For catalogue orders and production enquiries contact:

Daniel Oakley 
Account Manager – The Buckner Group 
Suite 33, Building F, 16 Mars Road  
Lane Cove West NSW 2066 
Phone: +61 2 9418 3923 
Mobile: +61 407 880 237 
Email: danielo@buckner.com.au 

For project mobilisation contact:

Select Site Solutions 
Email: selectsitesolutionsAU@selectplanthire.com.au

For custom items not listed in the catalogue contact:

Ange Ling 
Hub Graphic Design Lead – Laing O'Rourke 
Level 21, 100 Mount Street  
North Sydney NSW 2060 
Mobile: +61 409 666 645   
Email: aling@laingorourke.com.au

Communications team 
Email: communications@laingorourke.com.au

For enquiries regarding procurement contact:

Central Procurement 
Laing O’Rourke Australia 
Level 21, 100 Mount Street  
North Sydney NSW 2060

Phone: +61 2 9903 031 
Email: CentralProcurementAustralia@laingorourke.com.au

Lead times 

Allow 7 to 10 working days from proof approval.  
A purchase order (PO) is required for all orders. 
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Signage guidelines

Clear space

To protect the visual integrity of our logos and allow 
them presence, we allow a ‘clear space’ that provides a 
margin between the logo and any other elements such as 
graphics, text or imagery.

The clear space should increase and decrease in direct 
proportion to any changes in logo scaling.

The clear space allows the logo to be visible and 
identifiable among other competing graphics.

The clear space should be calculated like this:

• Decide on the size of your logo; this will vary 
depending on your particular application.

• Note the height of the text character ‘K’ in the 
lettering in the logo.

• Set a margin around the logo equivalent to the 
height of 3 times the height of K.

• If your application requires additional design assets 
such as text or graphics, these cannot enter the 
margin (clear space) on any side of the logo.

• This is the expected minimum clear space margin.  
If your particular application means this is 
impractical, you should strive to create a margin as 
close to this as possible.

Requests for signage artwork, liaison with signage 
suppliers and/or supply of logo files to external parties 
must always be made through the Communications team.

1. Laing O’Rourke logo – 
 Exclusion zone

2. Laing O’Rourke logo – 
 Ways NOT to use the logo

Example 1

The logo exclusion zone must always be 
adhered to. This example demonstrates 
no minimum distance around the logo 
and is therefore incorrect. Further, caution 
signs around sites do not have to include 
the logo.

Example 2

Under no conditions should the logo be 
stretched as demonstrated here. Refer to 
page 11 for the correct use of directional 
signage – that is, the arrow and site office 
components should be separate signs.

Example 3

The logo should never sit on a 100% 
black background. Refer to page 17 to 
view the correct way the logo should be 
used for site hoardings and mesh.

Example 4

This example is incorrect because the 
exclusion zone is not being adhered to 
and the background colour is incorrect, 
as is the typeface.

Examples 5 and 6

Logos are not required on sub-set signs 
(unless the project is geographically 
large or challenging). Signs such as 
these must use the correct typeface, as 
explained in this catalogue.

3. Colour and shape requirements – 
 For regulatory site signage

AS 1319-1994

All regulatory signage complies with 
Australian Standard AS1319-1994, ‘Safety 
Signs for the Occupational Environment’.

Well-designed graphics, such as a 
symbolic sign, can have greater legibility 
than a sign that only uses words. 
Provided the meaning is reasonably 
self-evident to the people for whom its 
message is intended, it can transcend 
language barriers. Therefore, the standard 
stipulates only the symbols and colours 
demonstrated here should be used for 
regulatory signs. For example, all hazard 
warning signs must be a yellow triangle 
with black border. 

Visual identity guidelines. Version one   11 

The dashed red box illustrates the clear space margin. 
It is shown here for illustrative purposes and is in reality 
an invisible guide. The three letter ‘K’ shown are only 
used to determine the clear space margin for each 
side of the logo and are discarded once the margin is 
determined.

The three examples above illustrate how the clear space 
margin increases and decreases in equal proportion to 
the logo when it is scaled.

Graphics and text can be placed around the logo, but 
cannot enter the area determined by the clear space 
margin.

Clear space
To protect the visual integrity of our logos and allow 
them presence, we allow a ‘clear space’ that 
provides a margin between the logo and any other 
elements such as graphics, text or imagery.

The clear space should increase and decrease in 
direct proportion to any changes in logo scaling.

The clear space allows the logo to be visible and 
identifiable among other competing graphics.

The clear space should be calculated like this:

•  Decide on the size of your logo, this will vary 
depending on your particular application.

•  Note the height of the text character ‘K’ in the 
lettering in the logo.

•  Set a margin around the logo equivalent to the 
height of 3 times the height of K.

•  If your application requires additional design assets 
such as text or graphics, these cannot enter the 
margin (clear space) on any side of the logo.

•  This is the expected minimum clear space margin, if 
your particular application means this is impractical 
you should strive to create a margin as close to this 
as possible.

In some applications, exceptions can be made but 
only if the design application means you have no 
alternative. An example is our .com where limited 
screen estate required a compromise. However 
these exceptions and any usage that doesn’t feature 
the defined clear space should be avoided and 
must be authorised by Corporate Communications. 
Contact:

comms@laingorourke.com

An example in practice

Our logo

Once you have 
determined the ‘clear 
space margin’ you can 
place images, graphics 
or text anywhere outside 
of the margin, but do 
not allow them to cross 
over into it.

Artboard 1 – Symbolic shapes

Sign function Symbolic shape1 Legend colour2

BlackRegulatory prohibition

Regulatory mandatory

Regulatory restriction

Hazard warning

Emergency information

Hazard danger

Fire sign

Notes:

Black

White

White

White

Black

Black 

1.  On signs where an enclosure or background colour is shown as reaching to the  
 edge of the signboard, a surround in the base colour of the signboard may be  
 provided to aid manufacture.

2. Legend colour refers to the colour when the legend is superimposed on the   
 symbolic shape.
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Standard hoarding panels

100 mm

2438 mm

150 mm

Indicates individual 1220 x 2438 mm panels.
For indication only – non-printing.

1220 mm 1220 mm 1220 mm 1220 mm 1220 mm 1220 mm 1220 mm 1220 mm

1220 mm 1220 mm 1220 mm 1220 mm

2438 mm

THE	POWER	OF	EXPERIENCE

NOTES: 
•  The colours, proportions, LOR logo, web 

address text, motif and value proposition text 
are an integral part of the overall design and 
may not be altered or removed.

•  These panels are supplied to sites pre-
coloured and with graphics embedded by 
Select Site Solutions. Please do not approach 
any other suppliers under any circumstances.

•  For details contact Select Site Solutions. 

Images in this document are not to scale and are for illustration purposes only

STANDARD PANELS
For use on sites where the 
contract is with Laing O’Rourke

DIRECTIONAL PANELS
These can be utilised for larger 
sites where required. 

PANEL A. Corporate Laing O’Rourke logo.        PANEL B. Corporate tagline         

PANEL B. Corporate tagline         

PANEL C. Standard blank panel       

STBG PANEL 1. CHt STBG PANEL 2. Expanded      STBG PANEL 3. GRCUK

STBG PANEL 1. CHt
HOARDING BACKGROUND
COLOURS NOT STANDARD 
DARK GREY LOR COLOUR.

THE COLOUR WILL BE  CHOSEN BY 
THE CLIENT/MAIN CONTRACTOR.

STBG PANEL 2. Expanded      STBG PANEL 3. GRCUK

STBG PANEL 4. Explore Manufacturing STBG PANEL 5. Select      STBG PANEL 6. Vetter

PLEASE NOTE
The ‘site entrance arrows’
line aligns centrally on the 
vertical axis with the
tagline on PANEL B. 

PANEL D. Site entrance RIGHT       

SITE	ENTRANCE

PANEL E. Site entrance LEFT

SITE	ENTRANCE

THE	POWER	OF	EXPERIENCE

THE	POWER	OF	EXPERIENCE
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Hoarding line 
continues following a 
repeating sequence 
of graphic panel, 
blank panel, graphic 
panel etc.

Site line continues

Hoarding line 
continues following a 
repeating sequence 
of graphic panel, 
blank panel, graphic 
panel etc.

SITE	ENTRANCE

THE	POWER	OF	EXPERIENCE

NOTES: 
This guidance is for sites with long hoarding lines that run over a significant distance and many panels. 

•  A blank panel (Panel C Standard blank panel) should always be placed  between every other panel 
type shown in this document.

•  Multiple blank panels (multiples of Panel C) can be placed between graphic panels if your hoarding line 
runs over many panels and therefore a significant length.

•  No two graphic panels (Panel A,B and D) should appear consecutively.

Panel A 
Corporate Laing O’Rourke logo

Panel C 
Standard blank panel

Panel A 
Corporate Laing O’Rourke logo

Panel B 
Corporate tagline

Panel C 
Standard blank panel

Panel C 
Standard blank panel

Panel D 
Site entrance right

Grouping standard hoarding panels – Long hoarding line

Images in this document are not to scale and are for illustration purposes only Page  4
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Hoarding line 
continues following a 
repeating sequence 
of graphic panel, 
blank panel, graphic 
panel etc.

Site line continues

Hoarding line 
continues following a 
repeating sequence 
of graphic panel, 
blank panel, graphic 
panel etc.

SITE	ENTRANCE

THE	POWER	OF	EXPERIENCE

THE	POWER	OF	EXPERIENCE

THE	POWER	OF	EXPERIENCE

NOTES: 
This guidance is for sites with limited hoarding lines that run over short distances. 

•  Graphic panels (A,B and D) should appear consecutively to maximise branding 
visibility over short distances.

Panel A 
Corporate Laing O’Rourke logo

Panel B 
Corporate tagline

Panel A 
Corporate Laing O’Rourke logo

Panel A 
Corporate Laing O’Rourke logo

Panel B 
Corporate tagline

Panel B 
Corporate tagline

Panel D 
Site entrance right

Grouping standard hoarding panels – Short hoarding line

Images in this document are not to scale and are for illustration purposes only Page  5
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Materials
For indoor office use, the above signs can be supplied on 200gsm art paper.

Next Gear – Site entry 
(2400mm x 1200mm) 3mm Alucopanel

NGE01

NEXT  GEAR  IS  A  
FORWARD THINKING 
APPROACH  TO  SAFETY
Three Principles of Safety

 People are the solution
 Safety is the presence of positives
 Safety is an ethical responsibility

Think about safety differently
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NGE01.indd   1 10/8/17   8:57 am

NGE01 NGE03

NGE02

TAKE  PART  IN 
A  FORWARD 
THINKING 
APPROACH  TO 
SAFETY

Think about safety differently
© Laing O’Rourke 2016, all rights reserved.

NGE02.indd   1 10/8/17   8:56 am

NGE02 NGE04

Next Gear – Site standard 
(1200mm x 1200mm) 3mm Alucopanel

NEXT  GEAR  IS  A  
FORWARD THINKING 
APPROACH  TO  SAFETY
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Three Principles of Safety

� People are the solution
� Safety is the presence of positives
� Safety is an ethical responsibility

Think about safety differently

� 

NGS01
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NGS06.pdf   1   13/10/17   1:35 pm
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SHIFTING  SAFETY  
TO  THE  NEXT  GEAR
Think about safety differently

NGS02
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NGS02.pdf   1   10/8/17   10:13 am

THE  COMPELLING 
CASE  FOR  CHANGE
Think about safety differently
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NGS07.pdf   1   10/8/17   10:05 am

NGS07 NGS08

NGS06

NGS02

NGS03

Next Gear – Site custom 
(1200mm x 1200mm) and (2400mm x 1200mm) 3mm Alucopanel

Next Gear – Project pre-start and Collective Insights 
(2400mm x 1200mm) 3mm Alucopanel

The above Next Gear signs can be customised to include photographs that are site specific. High-resolution 
photographs and/or text content will need to be supplied before production of custom signs can begin.  
Please contact the Communications team.
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NGC02.indd   1 10/8/17   9:32 am

NGC01 NGC02

PROJECT  PRE-START

Location: Delivered: Date:     /     / Shift:    D/N Radio channel:

Shift supervisor/s:
NAME CONTACT

Area leading hands:
NAME CONTACT

What are our key risks today:Tasks for this shift:

Safety observations:
NOMINATIONS
1.

2.

NEXT GEAR focus:
POSITIVES AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT
1.

2.

1.

2.

What went well yesterday?

Feedback/key notices: New starters:

Training:

What could we do even better?

Interface with other work groups:

Permits:

NEXT GEAR moment:

Tomorrow’s nomination:

Site team of the week:

COLLECTIVE  INSIGHTS
Date / / Team Leader:

Reinforce the Positives 
Focusing Question: With respect to the previous assessment of “Good / Excellent”, can you describe an example?

Explore the Gaps 
Focusing Question: With respect to the previous assessment of “Poor / Fair”, can you list the reason(s) why?

What We Will Do 
Focusing Question: Based upon your understanding of the issues, let’s list actions with an accountable person and expected completion date.

Close-Out 
Rate the meeting, summary of thanks & finish on a positive:

Item for     Attendees: 
Review:    

Management Controls: 
List the management controls (first lines of defence) that mitigate 
against the risk / maximise recovery
Team members to rate their assessment of those controls

Assessment Ratings

Poor Fair Good Excellent

Page  6
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Materials
Notice boards (1520mm x 1200mm) are supplied on Colorbond steel plus 
anti-graffiti laminate. Colorbond steel is required so magnetic signs can be 
adhered to them. Anti-graffiti laminate is required so boards can be written on 
with whiteboard markers and wiped clean. FSR A3 posters and infographic 
(305mm x 895mm) are supplied on 0.8mm magnetic vinyl.

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the environmental conditions to 
which they are subject. Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion and reused. 

Next Gear – Notice boards 
(1520mm x 1200mm)

NGS12

NGS13
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MZS12

FSR info graphic

POSTER A3
(450mm x 307mm)

NEXT CAMPAIGN
COMING SOON

 

 
 

NOTICE  BOARD
KEEPING UP TO DATE

NEXT GEAR FOCUS

POSTER A4
(210mm x 297mm)

POSTER A4
(210mm x 297mm)

POSTER A4
(210mm x 297mm)

Go or No Go?

1. Download the “LORAR+” app 2. In LORAR+, type in “next gear”

3. Scan the Next Gear 
    logo with the app
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NGS12.pdf   1   10/8/17   10:25 am

MZS13

TOP  5  FATAL  AND  SEVERE 
RISKS  IN  THIS  WORKPLACE
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We are successful when each and every person can 
answer these three questions:
1. What are the fatal and severe risks associated with my work?
2. What are the critical controls in place to prevent an incident?
3. How do I know they are in place and working effectively today?

POSTER A3
(297mm x 420mm)

POSTER A3
(297mm x 420mm)

POSTER A3
(297mm x 420mm)

POSTER A3
(297mm x 420mm)

POSTER A3
(297mm x 420mm)

Go or No Go?
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NGS13.pdf   1   10/8/17   10:23 am

FSR infographic 
Magnetic (305mm x 895mm)

Magnetic vinyl for use with notice board NGS12.Magnetic vinyl for use with notice board NGS13.

NGS10

LoreDANGER
ASBESTOS

FSR
Precast and tilt
up concrete

FSR
Cranes and
lifting

FSR
Demolition

FSR
Asbestos

FSR
Scaffolding

FSR

Working at 
heights

FSR
Confined
spaces

FSR
Formwork and 
falsework

FSR
General 
electrical safety

FSR
Utilities and 
services

FSR
Rail
operations

FSR
Traffic 
Management FSR

Chain  of
responsibility 

FSR
Work in, over 
or adjacent 
to water

FSR
Plant and 
equipment 
isolations and 
lockouts

FSR
Plant and 
Equipment

FSR
Excavation

FATAL AND SEVERE RISKS IN THE WORKPLACE
Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

FSR
Piling

Scan the QR code to see the relevant 
Critical Controls for each Fatal and Severe Risk

FSR A3 posters – Set of 18  
Magnetic (297mm x 420mm)

NGS09

DANGER
ASBESTOS

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, injuries and
events arising from the management, removal and disposal of asbestos.

Asbestos

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls for each 
fatal and severe risk and how they relate to your work area.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• Where asbestos or ACM is 
likely to be or has been 
identi�ed, an Asbestos 
Management Plan is 
developed, communicated 
and regularly reviewed.

• Trained and competent 
personnel (licensed asbestos 
removers and company).

• Health monitoring is 
undertaken for workers 
carrying out asbestos work.

• Air monitoring compliance.

• All types of asbestos and 

FSR 2021 edition

asbestos containing 
material (ACM) is 
identi�ed on a register. 

• Safe removal and disposal 
of asbestos material. 

• Asbestos removal work is 
undertaken in accordance 
with the Asbestos 
Management Plan.

• Appropriate 
decontamination facilities 
are available and material 
is decontaminated or 
sealed before removal.

Chain  of  responsibility

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls for each fatal and 
severe risk and how they relate to your work area.

INTENT: The intent of this document is to eliminate or minimise the 
risks of fatalities, injuries and events arising from transport tasks 
(Logistics) at Laing O’Rourke workplaces.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• CoR Risk Assessment conducted 
and included in Project or Supply 
Chain Project Risk Assessment.

• CoR Safe Systems of Work 
developed and implemented (e.g. 
Plans, Procedures, SWMS, Work 
Instructions - Site or Supply Chain 
developed).

• Assurance and reporting activities 
are implemented and monitored.

• Roles and responsibilities are 
de�ned and communicated. 

• Training needs analysed and 
training conducted. 

• CoR requirements communicated. 

FSR 2021 edition

• Vehicles speeds are monitored and 
reviewed for compliance. 

• Operators fatigue is being managed 
(over 11 seats including driver or > 
greater than 12 T) consistent with the 
site fatigue management 
requirements.

• Load mass and dimensions within 
vehicles combination limits. 

• Load restraint is effective and 
adequate for the load being 
transported. Minimum compliance 
2018 National Transport Commission 
Load Restraint-(NTC LR) Guide.

• Vehicles are road worthy (defect free 
and maintenance current).

Excavation

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area. 

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• Temporary works associated with excavations are 
effectively managed. 

• A permit to manage excavations is in place.

• The location, depth and/or height of services is 
positively identi�ed prior to works commencing.

• Excavations are controlled to effectively manage 
temporary works, access, egress, stability and 
traf�c interactions.

• Shoring and benching/battering are in place as per 
the geotechnical design. 

• Handover/interface with following trades is 
effectively managed. 

• Back�ll of excavation are effectively managed.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the 
risks of fatalities, injuries and events 
arising from excavations

FSR 2021 edition General  electrical  safety

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, injuries and events 
arising from onsite electrical installations and use of electrical equipment.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• Personnel undertaking 
electrical work are trained 
and competent.

• Temporary electrical works 
are compliant to Australian 
Standards. 

• Work in and around 
electrical infrastructure is 
effectively managed.

• Current electrical drawings 
and electrical system data 
are readily available.

• Unless tested for dead, all 
wires and equipment are 
to be considered and 
treated as live.

FSR 2021 edition

• All circuits and powered 
equipment have RCD 
protection.

• Switchboards are 
compliant and secured.

• All energy sources are 
clearly identi�ed and 
marked.

• Live cabling is protected 
from mechanical damage.

• Generators and welders 
are correctly earthed and 
staked as per the OEM 
manual. 

 

Confined  spaces

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, 
injuries and events arising from work in confined spaces.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• A speci�c risk assessment is conducted for each 
con�ned space by competent persons.

• Workers, stand-by person and supervisors are 
appropriately trained, certi�ed and competent.

• Entry controlled by a permit system.

• A stand-by person is in place at all times when there 
are people inside a con�ned space.

• Air monitoring program is in place.

• Emergency Plan in place.

FSR 2021 edition

Formwork  and  falsework

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, injuries and
events arising from erection and dismantling of formwork and false-work.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• Formwork and falsework design is completed and 
managed via temporary works system.

• Engineer inspection is completed prior to placing 
concrete and any discrepancies addressed.

• Slip and jump form design is completed and 
managed via temporary work system. 

• Formwork screen systems selected and designed to 
prevent persons and objects falling. 

• Safe placement of concrete.

• Safe erection and stripping.

FSR 2021 edition Piling

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks
of fatalities, injuries and events arising 
from piling operations.

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls for each
fatal and severe risk and how they relate to your work area.

• Certi�ed piling platform is in 
place, suitable for equipment 
being used. 

• For working on water, a barge 
stability report has prepared. 

• Lifting operations effectively 
managed.

• Working Platform Certi�cate 
(WPC) is in place prior to work 
commencing. The WPC 
ensures that the piling platform 
is designed by a competent 
person. 

• When working on water, barge 
stability report is available to 
review.

• Where required, a current 
manbox and or working-at- 
heights permit is in place.

• Current permit to manage 
excavations in place, services 
identi�ed, and available for 
review.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

FSR 2021 edition

• Plant and people are separated, 
de�ned exclusion zones are 
maintained, and entry to work 
areas is controlled.

• Controls such as tool lanyards, 
barricading and signage in place 
to prevent and manage the risk 
of dropped objects where works 
are occurring above or adjacent.

• Changes of process, equipment, 
temporary and permanent 
works design re-assessed by 
competent persons with 
controls in place and 
understood by the work crew.

• Plant and/or equipment to be 
used must conform with Laing 
O’Rourke’s Plant and 
Equipment Minimum Standard. 

• Regular inspections are 
completed and recorded on a 
Temporary Work Control 
Register determined by the 
appointed Temporary Work 
Coordinator.

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls for each
fatal and severe risk and how they relate to your work area.

• A crane appointed person is 
in place.

• A crane supervisor is appointed.

• A crane lift plan in place.

• Temporary works, stability and 
ground bearing pressure and 
verified for crane use (including 
suspended slabs / floors).

• Coordination arrangements are in 
place to effectively manage 
multiple crane operations.

• Cranes and lifting equipment 
inspected and certified before 
mobilisation and use.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of 
fatalities, injuries and events arising from the 
use of cranes and lifting equipment.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

Cranes  and  liftingFSR 2021 edition

• Soft slings are not in use.

• Personnel involved in lifting 
operations are trained and 
competent.

• Lifting operations are effectively 
managed.

• Plant is operated in a safe 
manner. 

• Lifting gear is certified and fit 
for use.

• A tower crane anti-collision 
system is operational where 
there is radius overlap.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks 
of fatalities, injuries and events arising from 
the interaction of plant, equipment, 
vehicles and people.

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

• Temporary works, stability and ground bearing pressure 
are veri�ed for plant set up operation and completed 
access routes for heavy plant and materials.

• Plant is inspected before mobilisation and before use.

• Operators are veri�ed as competent for the speci�c item 
of plant.

• Plant and people are separated, de�ned exclusion zones 
are maintained, and entry to work areas is controlled.

• Safe access for pedestrian movements.

• A Vehicle Movement Plan or equivalent is in place.

• Heavy vehicles and light vehicles are segregated 
wherever possible.

• Rules are established and enacted for plant following 
plant or overtaking manoeuvres.

• Dedicated refuelling and servicing rules and locations are 
established.

• Plant and vehicles are parked in a fundamentally stable 
condition where there is a possibility of run away.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

Plant  and  equipmentFSR 2021 edition

Scaffolding

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, 
injuries and events arising from erecting, altering, 
dismantling and using scaffolding.

• Engineer certi�ed design drawings are available for scaffolding 
with risk of fall over 4 metres in height or of a complex nature.

• Temporary works associated with scaffolding is effectively 
managed.

• Scaffolding is erected / altered / dismantled by trained and 
competent (and licensed where required) personnel.

• Changes in design are documented and approved by the 
certifying engineer.

• Protection in place around scaffolding.

• All required guardrails are in place during erection and 
dismantling in accordance with the 1m lift requirement.

• Incomplete scaffolding is controlled and entry prohibited.

• Controls in place to manage dropped objects.

• Formal periodic inspections are carried out by certi�ed 
scaffolders or quali�ed persons.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

FSR

2021 edition

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of 
fatalities, injuries and events arising from 
precast and tilt-up concrete work.

Precast  and  tilt-up  
concrete

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• There is a certi�ed design for precast and tilt-up 
concrete.

• Safe storage and erection system. 

• An approved stripping methodology is available. 

• Changes to panel and support system design are 
approved by the designer.

• The lifting clutch is compatible with the cast-in lifting 
point. 

• Exclusion zones are in place during erection. 

• Precast elements stored safely prior to installation. 

• Safe installation of precast.

FSR 2021 edition

Utilities  and  Services

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area. 

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• A permit to manage utilities and services is in place. 

• Services are positively identi�ed, and delineated, 
with exclusion zones prior to works commencing. 

• Temporary works associated with utilities and 
services are effectively managed. 

• Live services are isolated where required 
(e.g. electricity, gas, �re, water, etc.). 

• Work near utilities and services are effectively 
controlled. 

• Relevant Asset Owner or Network Operator 
requirements are known.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks 
of fatalities, injuries and events arising from 
underground and overhead services.

FSR 2021 edition

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, 
injuries and events arising from demolition work.

Demolition

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• The demolition methodology is veri�ed.

• Hazardous materials assessment is undertaken 
prior to work commencing.

• Asbestos is identi�ed and removed by a licensed 
asbestos contractor prior to demolition 
commencing.

• Trained and competent personnel plan and 
undertake the works.

• Engineer’s sequence and temporary works required 
for the demolition is understood, followed and 
monitored.

• All services identi�ed for removal are disconnected 
prior to works commencing.

• Exclusion zones established.

FSR

2021 edition

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks 
of fatalities, injuries and events arising 
from energised plant at installation, testing, 
commissioning, and decommissioning 
phases of operation.

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area. 

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• All potential harmful energy 
sources requiring isolation 
and appropriate isolation 
methods are identi�ed by 
competent persons.

• Isolation (LOTO) training and 
competency system in place.

• Isolation procedures are 
speci�c to the needs of the 
worksite, as determined by 
the risk assessment.

• Roles are appointed – 
Authorised Isolator, Permit 
Issuer and Permit Holder.

• Unless tested for dead, all 
wires and equipment are to 

FSR Plant  and  equipment
isolations  and  lockouts

2021 edition

be considered and 
treated as live.

• Isolation permits are in 
place.

• Isolation integrity includes 
physical try test (check 
for dead).

• Restricted Access Control 
is in place where 
equipment cannot be fully 
isolated to zero energy.

• Isolations are in place for 
servicing and 
maintenance work.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise 
the risk of fatalities, injuries and 
events arising from working in 
close proximity to passing traffic 
and other road users.

Traffic  management
CRITICAL CONTROLS

• Planning of works must apply the 
hierarchy of controls and seek to 
eliminate the interface between 
people and live traffic flows. 

• All licences and approval are in 
place with Asset Owner. 

• A competent traffic management 
representative is appointed to 
oversee the application of the 
traffic controls. 

• Traffic management plan(s) is 
approved, implemented and 
monitored by competent traffic 
management personnel. 

• Traffic work zones are to be risk 
assessed and work zones are 
isolated with approved safety 
barrier treatment. 

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls for each fatal 
and severe risk and how they relate to your work area.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

FSR 2021 edition

• Traffic controllers must be trained 
and competent and hold the correct 
ticket or licence. 

• Designed construction access points 
are provided and managed to 
prevent risk to workers or road 
users. 

• Where appropriate and road 
conditions can house automatic and 
remote devices, then traffic 
controllers must be replaced. 

• Physical protection and safe escape 
routes are in place for traffic control 
personnel interacting with live traffic. 

• Traffic control, including signage and 
devices are in place to effectively 
warn, inform and guide road users. 

• The use of electronic signage is 
applied.

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, 
injuries and events arising from rail operations.

Rail  operations

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• Safeworking systems applied to protect personnel 
and plant. 

• Worksite delineation planned to protect workers from 
other railway operations of impact. 

• Safe systems of work applied when plant and 
personnel required to work in electri�ed area or close 
to services.

• All rollingstock to be operated to the network/owners 
operators standards.

• Personnel are �t for work. 

• Rail personnel are veri�ed as competent. 

• Communication methods in place. 

• Track conditions are �t for purpose. 

FSR 2021 edition

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks of 
fatalities, injuries and events arising from 
work over or adjacent to water and diving work.

Work  in,  over  or  
adjacent  to  water

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• Temporary works associated with works adjacent 
to or over water are effectively managed.

• Personnel are trained and competent and where 
required, licensed for diving work and vessel 
operation (e.g. boatswain’s or coxswain’s 
qualifications).

• Emergency plans and equipment in place.

• Risk of falling into water is managed.

• Vessel management. 

• Personal flotation devices are worn over or adjacent 
to water.

FSR 2021 edition

CRITICAL CONTROLS

Use these prompts to discuss the Critical Controls
for each fatal and severe risk and how they relate 
to your work area. 

INTENT: To eliminate or minimise the risks 
of fatalities, injuries and events arising from 
working at height and using elevated work 
platforms. Working at Heights is defined as 
works where the requirement exists to wear 
a fall arrest/restraint harness.

Go, No Go or No Go (IR) Immediate Rectification

• Working-at-heights activities 
are identi�ed at the work 
planning stage.

• Ground conditions are 
assessed for EWP 
operations.

• Fall and edge protection 
equipment is �t for use.

• EWP (including scissor lift) 
operators are veri�ed as 
competent for speci�c items 
of plant.

• Personnel working at 
heights are trained and 
competent.

• A Working at Heights Permit 
is in place when there is a 
likelihood of a fall and risk of 
harm to personnel.

• Controls such as lanyards, 
screens and barriers are in 
place to prevent and 
manage dropped objects.

Working  at  heightsFSR

2021 edition

• Physical barriers, 
barricading and lockouts to 
prevent entry by persons 
are installed directly 
beneath and immediately 
adjacent to areas where 
work is occurring above.

• Permit to Work in place to 
manage removal of 
permanent guardrails and 
grid mesh.

• Operation of plant used for 
work at heights is 
effectively managed i.e. 
EWP, scissor lift, mast 
climbers, swing stage etc.

• A rescue plan for working 
at heights is in place and 
resources are available.

• Anchor points and barriers 
used during working at 
heights are �t for purpose.

• Penetrations are effectively 
managed.

Page  7



Laing O’Rourke 
Signage Catalogue

Next Gear – Pull-up banners (2000mm x 850mm) PVC vinyl

NEXT  GEAR  IS  
A  FORWARD  
THINKING  
APPROACH 
TO  SAFETY

Three Principles of Safety

 People are the solution
  Safety is the presence of positives
  Safety is an ethical responsibility 

Think about Think about 
safety differentlysafety differently
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SOME  OF  THE 
DIGITAL  TOOLS 
AVAILABLE  
TO SUPPORT  
NEXT GEAR
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Field View 
An e-tool for completing important 
safety tasks including Fatal & 
Severe Risk Assessments and 
plant pre-mobilisation checks.

SMS 
The Australia Hub’s  
Safety Management 
System.

LORAR+
An interactive augmented 
reality app. Available across 
iOS, Android and Windows 
phones. To download simply 
search for ‘Laing O’Rourke’ in 
your phone’s app store.

Our People
Get access to the latest news and company 
information on the move. Available across iOS, 
Android and Windows phones. To download 
simply search for ‘Laing O’Rourke’ or ‘Our 
People’ in your phone’s app store.

Gearbox 
A mobile app used to capture and 
share health, safety and environmental 
observations. Available across iOS, 
Android and Windows phones. To 
download simply search for ‘Laing 
O’Rourke’ or ‘Gearbox’ in your phone’s 
app store.

www.nextgearsms.com
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Engaging with our supply 
chain partners

 I have
an idea

Let‛s take
action

together

 I am
listening

Tell me
what you

think
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PEOPLE  ARE
THE  SOLUTION
Let’s hear your ideas, 
we value your opinion

Principle 1: 

C
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K

NGC06 Banner.pdf   1   10/8/17   11:00 am

 
  

SAFETY  IS  THE  
PRESENCE
OF  POSITIVES
Let’s discuss what goes well 
and share our learnings

Principle 2: 
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NGC07 Banner.pdf   1   10/8/17   11:04 am
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SAFETY  IS 
AN  ETHICAL  
RESPONSIBILITY
Let’s talk about why that happened, 
not who caused it

Principle 3: 

C

M

Y
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CY

CMY

K

NGC08 Banner.pdf   1   10/8/17   11:01 am

NGB01 NGB04NGB02 NGB05NGB03 NGB06
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Our 2025 Mission 
(1500mm x 900mm) 3mm PVC 

OUR 2025 MISSION

To become the recognised leader  
for innovation and excellence in the 

construction industry

OUR 2025 MISSION

To become the recognised leader for innovation and  
excellence in the construction industry

Absolute alignment

We work as one team by knowing  
and understanding our people and  

their talents to deliver for our customers

Complete thinking

We look at projects in their entirety  
to ensure we bring together all the parts 
at the right time and in the right way  
for the customer and the business

Sophisticated simplicity

We aim to make our complex world 
feel simple, usable and inspiring

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Absolute alignment

We work as one team by knowing and understanding our  
people and their talents to deliver for our customers

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Complete thinking

We look at projects in their entirety to ensure we bring together all the parts 

at the right time and in the right way for the customer and the business

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Sophisticated simplicity

We aim to make our complex world feel simple, usable and inspiring

OMS01

OMS02

OGP01

OGB01

OGP02

OGP03

Our Guiding Principles 
(1000mm x 600mm) 3mm PVC

DELIVER 2025

Our mission is to become 

the recognised leader for 

innovation and excellence in 

the construction industry.

Pull-up banners 
(2000mm x 850mm) PVC vinyl

OMB01

Our Mission and Our Guiding Principles are also available as A3 posters.

OUR GUIDING 
PRINCIPLES

Absolute alignment

We work as one team by knowing  
and understanding our people and  

their talents to deliver for our customers

Complete thinking

We look at projects in their entirety to  
ensure we bring together all the parts at  
the right time and in the right way for the 

customer and the business

Sophisticated simplicity

We aim to make our complex world 
feel simple, usable and inspiring

Page  9
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Pull-up banners (2000mm x 850mm) PVC vinyl

Laing O'Rourke pull-up banners can be customised to include photographs that are site specific. High-resolution photographs and/or 
text content will need to be supplied before production of custom signs can begin. Please contact the Communications team.

CONSTRUCTION

WOOLGOOLGA TO BALLINA PACIFIC HIGHWAY UPGRADE, NSW

FLINDERS LINK, SA

BUSHFIRE RECOVERY PROJECT, NSW

LORB02 LORB03 LORB04 LORB05 LORB06LORB01

Page  10



Laing O’Rourke 
Signage Catalogue

Site entry (2400mm x 1200mm)

Site entry specific (1200mm x 900mm)

SITE SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
AND RULES

JOB DESCRIPTION GENERAL SITE PLAN

1. FOREMANS NAME:

 Site Phone Number:

2. SAFETY OFFICE:

 Phone Number:

3. FIRST AID OFFICE:

 Phone Number:

4. SAFETY COMMITTEE:

5.  ALL INJURIES MUST BE REPORTED TO FIRST     
 AID OFFICER, SAFETY OFFICER AND FOREMAN.

HAZARD LEGEND:
 A  - AMENITIES LOCATION
 E  - EMERGENCY EXIT
 F  - FIRE EQUIPMENT
 M - FIRST AID LOCATION
 W - WATER POINT
 V  - EVACUATION AREA

SENT04

Materials
Site entry signage (2400mm x 1200mm) is supplied on 
Alucopanel, which is a durable aluminium product. An anti-
graffiti film can be applied, at an additional cost, which 
will allow for the removal of any graffiti within 48 hours of 
the sign being defaced. Contact details will be printed as 
adhering vinyl decals, so that any personnel changes are 
able to be updated without the need for a new sign.

Site entry specific signage (1200mm x 900mm) is supplied 
on Alucopanel with anti-graffiti laminate. Anti-graffiti 
laminate is required so boards can be written on with 
whiteboard markers and wiped clean. 

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the 
environmental conditions to which they are subject. 
Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion 
and reused. As the 2400mm x 1200mm entry signs are 
project specific, they will only be used on one site. 

Stack size
Alucopanel stack size is 2400mm x 1200mm. To minimise 
waste, these signs should be printed at sizes that can be 
efficiently laid out in relation to the substrate stack size 
dimensions, as shown here.

Project Name
Laing O’Rourke is pleased to be constructing the:

Address

Site Contact:
Mobile:

EXAMPLE ONLY
Project
Name

Laing O’Rourke is pleased to be constructing the: EXAMPLE
ONLY

Address

Site Contact: 
Mobile: 

 
Parties to the Contract:
Commonwealth of Australia, 
Laing O’Rourke Australia 
Construction Pty Ltd

Contract Administrator:
Point Project Management 
Pty Ltd

Target Date:
23 October 2015

Location / Contacts:
Building K084, 
Corner of Illawarra 
and Nazdab Roads, 
Holsworthy Army Barracks

Site Contact:
FirstName Surname
XXX XXX XXXX

Description of Works:
The Moorebank Units 
Relocation (MUR) project 
consists of extensive new civil 
and services infrastructure 
works to facilitate the creation of 
new facilities for the School of 
Military Engineering, new Front 
Entry, Training and 5th Brigade 
precincts, supported by Living in 
Accommodation, an Area Mess 
and a new Gym and Pool facility, 
to promote the modernisation of 
Holsworthy Barracks.

Project
NameEXAMPLE

ONLY

SENT01 SENT02 SENT03

2400mm

1200mm

900mm 900mm 600mm Page  11
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Main gate PPE (1200mm x 900mm)

Materials
Main Gate PPE signage (1200mm x 900mm) is supplied on 
Alucopanel, which is a durable aluminium product. An anti-
graffiti film can be applied, at an additional cost, which will 
allow for the removal of any graffiti within 48 hours of the 
sign being defaced.

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the 
environmental conditions to which they are subject. 
Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion 
and reused.

Stack size
Alucopanel stack size is 2400mm x 1200mm. To maximise 
value, these signs should be printed at sizes that can be 
efficiently laid out in relation to the substrate sheet size 
dimensions, as shown here.

WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OUR SAFE SITES

LAING O’ROURKE AUSTRALIA CONSTRUCTION PTY LTD

BSA LICENSE 1086557 

THE SITE MANAGER WILL INFORM YOU 
IF THE SAFETY ITEMS MUST BE WORN

WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OUR SAFE SITES WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OUR SAFE SITES WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OUR SAFE SITES

LAING O’ROURKE AUSTRALIA CONSTRUCTION PTY LTD

BSA LICENSE 1086557 

MGPPE02 MGPPE03 MGPPE04 MGPPE05

2400mm

1200mm

900mm 900mm 600mm
Page  12
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Directional – Site (1200mm x 1200mm)

Directional – Site (600mm x 600mm)

Materials
Directional signage (600mm x 600mm and 1200mm x 
1200mm) is supplied on either 3mm Alucopanel or 0.8mm 
polypropylene (plastic). Polypropylene is recommended for 
being the most economical material.

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the 
environmental conditions to which they are subject. 
Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion 
and reused.

Stack size
Alucopanel stack size is 2400mm x 1200mm. 
Polypropylene stack size is 1360mm x 620mm.  
To maximise value, these signs should be printed at sizes 
that can be efficiently laid out in relation to the stack size 
dimensions, as shown here.

DIR13

DIR01
DIR01ALU

DIR07ALU

DIR02ALU

DIR08ALU

DIR03ALU

DIR09ALU

DIR04ALU

DIR10ALU

DIR05ALU

DIR11ALU

DIR06ALU

DIR12ALU
DIR09 DIR11

DIR03 DIR05

DIR07

DIR02

DIR10 DIR12

DIR04 DIR06

DIR08

Configuration
Directional signs are designed so 
that the top and bottom halves are 
interchangeable. In this way, the 
changing nature of a site is taken 
into account.

If the site office moves, the sign can 
be relocated and the arrow on the 
sign can simply point in the new 
direction.

2400mm

1200mm

600mm600mm600mm600mm

1360mm

620mm

450mm 450mm 450mm
Page  13
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General information – Site (450mm x 600mm)

Prohibition (450mm x 600mm)

Materials
These signs will be produced using 0.8mm thick 
polypropylene.

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the 
environmental conditions to which they are subject. 
Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion 
and reused.

Stack size
Polypropylene stack size is 1360mm x 620mm.  
To maximise value, these signs should be printed at sizes 
that can be efficiently laid out in relation to the stack size 
dimensions, as shown here.

GN01 GN06

GN11 GN16

GN07

GN12 GN17

GN09

GN14 GN19

GN08

GN13 GN18

GN10

GN15 GN20

GN03 GN05GN02 GN04

PRO11PRO08 PRO09PRO01 PRO10PRO03 PRO05 PRO07PRO02 PRO04 PRO06

PRO13PRO12

1360mm

620mm

450mm 450mm 450mm
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Mandatory – Site (450mm x 600mm)

Emergency (450mm x 600mm)

MAN01

EMG01

EMG10 EMG11 EMG13EMG12 EMG14

EMG02 EMG03 EMG04 EMG05 EMG08EMG06 EMG09EMG07

MAN03 MAN05 MAN07 MAN09

MAN19MAN17MAN15MAN13MAN11

MAN02 MAN04 MAN06 MAN08 MAN10

MAN20MAN18MAN16MAN14MAN12

Materials
These signs will be produced using 0.8mm thick 
polypropylene.

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the 
environmental conditions to which they are subject. 
Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion 
and reused.

Stack size
Polypropylene stack size is 1360mm x 620mm.  
To maximise value, these signs should be printed at sizes 
that can be efficiently laid out in relation to the stack size 
dimensions, as shown here.

1360mm

620mm

450mm 450mm 450mm
Page  15
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Warning – Site (600mm x 450mm)

WAR11

FIRE01 FIRE03 FIRE05 FIRE07FIRE02 FIRE04 FIRE06 FIRE08

WAR13 WAR15 WAR17 WAR19WAR12 WAR14 WAR16 WAR18 WAR20

WAR01 WAR09WAR04 WAR07WAR02 WAR10WAR05 WAR08WAR03 WAR06

Danger (600mm x 450mm)

Fire safety (450mm x 600mm)

DAN01 DAN09DAN03 DAN05 DAN07DAN02 DAN10DAN04 DAN06 DAN08

Materials
These signs will be produced using 0.8mm thick 
polypropylene.

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the 
environmental conditions to which they are subject. 
Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion 
and reused.

Stack Size
Polypropylene stack size is 1360mm x 620mm.  
To maximise value, these signs should be printed at sizes 
that can be efficiently laid out in relation to the stack size 
dimensions, as shown here.

1360mm

620mm

450mm 450mm 450mm
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On-site road and car park (450mm x 600mm)

On-site road and car park (600mm x 600mm)

On-site road and car park (869mm x 750mm)

PLEASE NOTE
These signs are for construction use only (prior to 
public use) and must not be used on public roads. 
For public road sign usage please contact our 
preferred print supplier for price on application and 
product specification.

Materials
These signs will be produced using 2mm aluminium, with 
a reflective background in order to comply with Australian 
Standards for night-time use.

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the 
environmental conditions to which they are subject. 
Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion 
and reused. 

Stack size
Aluminium stack size is 2400mm x 1200mm. To maximise 
value, these signs should be printed at sizes that can be 
efficiently laid out in relation to the stack size dimensions, 
as shown here.

R2-6B-R R2-6B-L R2-5B R2-4B R6-10-2AR1-1A R2-10

R2-2A-R R2-3A-R R4-1AR2-2A-L R2-3A-L

R1-2A

R3-1A

2400mm

1200mm

600mm600mm600mm600mm
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Multi-message (600mm x 600mm)

Multi-message (1200mm x 300mm)

Multi-message sign specifications vary from 
state to state. Before erecting any signage on a 
public road, you must obtain a certified Traffic 
Management Plan. Information on how to obtain a 
certified Traffic Management Plan, signage product 
specification and signage product price can be 
obtained from our preferred print supplier.

Materials
These signs will be produced using 5mm corflute with 
a reflective background so that they are compliant with 
Australian Standards for night-time use.

Lifespan
Corflute signs are rated for three years of use. The lifespan 
of these signs will depend on the environmental conditions 
to which they are subject. Whenever possible, if these 
signs are still in good condition they should be stored after 
project completion and reused.

Stack size
Corflute stack size is 2400mm x 1200mm. To maximise 
value, these signs should be printed at sizes that can be 
efficiently laid out in relation to the stack size dimensions, 
as shown here.

TC1169-C TC1170-C TC1172-C TC1396-C TC1216-C TC1466_1-C TC1218-C TC1219-C TC1501-C TC1467-C TC1359-1-C TC1359-2-C TC1359-3-C TC1475-C

TC1419-C TC1173-C TC1217-C TC1257-C TC1312-C TC1332-C

TC1174-C TC1221-C

TC1425-C

TC1177-C

TC1325-C

TC1178-C

TC1362-C

TC1220-C

TC1529-C

2400mm

1200mm

600mm600mm600mm600mm
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Fencing mesh (1800mm high)

Scaffolding mesh (1800mm high)

Vinyl site banners (1750mm and 1200mm high)

Materials
For fencing applications, printed branded SitecladTM mesh 
is to be used. For scaffolding applications, black safety 
Lyta Mesh is to be used, with large vinyl banners attached 
to the scaffolding at regular intervals. This ensures the 
Laing O’Rourke logo is displayed correctly regardless of 
the orientation of the mesh. 

Vinyl banners will have eyelets at regular intervals for 
attaching to scaffolding. A UV varnish will be applied to 
add longevity to the vinyl banner logos.

Installation
Vinyl banners come standard with eyelets at regular 
intervals. A sufficient quantity of zip ties will be supplied 
with each sign for mounting.

Lifespan
The lifespan of these signs will depend on the 
environmental conditions to which they are subject. 
Whenever possible, if these signs are still in good 
condition they should be stored after project completion 
and reused. 

Supplied in 50m x 1.8m rolls and 50m x 1.6m rolls with a 9×9 thread count.
Edges are welded with eyelets.
50% black branded mesh – dense black required.
8 x four-colour Laing O'Rourke logos per roll.
Custom-printed branded SiteCladTM mesh can be produced for joint venture site applications. Contact the Communications team for inquiries regarding any custom-printed mesh requirements.

For scaffolding applications, black safety Lyta Mesh will be supplied in 15m rolls. Lyta Mesh is comprised of a safety grid with shadecloth over the top and is suitable for scaffolding containment purposes.
Vinyl Laing O’Rourke banners at 1200mm or 1750mm high will then be attached to the external face of scaffolding at regular intervals.
Black safety Lyta Mesh is for use on scaffolding only. 

BAN1750 BAN1200
2600mm x 1200mm3815mm x 1750mm

MESH01

MESH02
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Material specifications summary

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS SHEET SIZE PHOTO

Alucopanel A light composite material containing two aluminium cover sheets 
and a core made from polyethylene.

Usage: Best suited for display and front facia signage.
Lifespan: 3–5 years pending environmental conditions.
Storage: Wipe signs clean and store upright, out of sunlight.

Self Adhesive Vinyl (SAV) printed, laminated and mounted to 3mm Alucopanel.
Alucopanel signage can be supplied with 10mm holes in all four corners. 
Zip ties are not provided with signage for mounting.

2440mm x 1220mm
3050mm x 1520mm

Polypropylene A lightweight and rigid product that meets FDA approval. It has 
excellent chemical resistance, high corona levels and is recyclable.

Usage: Best used for on-site signage.
Lifespan: Three years pending environmental conditions.
Storage: Wipe signs clean and store upright, out of sunlight.

Self Adhesive Vinyl (SAV) printed, laminated and mounted to 0.8mm polyproplene.
Can be supplied with 10mm holes in all four corners.
Zip ties are not provided with signage for mounting.

1350mm x 620mm

5mm corflute A lightweight, water-resistant polypropylene corrugated sheet that is 
recyclable. Corflute is easily fabricated and also suitable for outdoor 
use. This product has excellent resistance to chemicals.

Usage: Best suited for temporary or multi-message signs.
Lifespan: Three years pending environmental conditions.
Storage: Wipe signs clean and store upright, out of sunlight.

Self Adhesive Vinyl (SAV) printed, laminated and mounted to 5mm corflute. 2440mm x 1220mm

Aluminium road signage A marine grade aluminium that won’t rust.

Usage: Best used for internal carpark and road signs. Aluminium 
signs will have reflective sheeting applied for day and night use.
Lifespan: Will depend on environmental conditions.
Storage: Wipe signs clean and store upright, out of sunlight.

Self Adhesive Vinyl (SAV) printed, laminated and mounted to 2mm aluminium. 
Often this signage requires a reflective laminate to be illuminated at night or in poor 
weather conditions.

2400mm x 1200mm

Vinyl outdoor banner A lightweight, weather-tresistant and durable material. Substrate is 
smooth and flat and has great print reproduction. These banners  
are very flexible and portable, which can be used in a large variety  
of applications.

Usage: Best used for display signage on scaffolding, hoarding and 
often used as advertising. Can also be used for display on cranes.  
Lifespan: Three years pending environmental conditions.
Storage: Wipe banner clean, roll onto core and store upright,  
out of sunlight.

Direct print onto 510gsm outdoor vinyl banner stock.
Welded with eyelets placed as required – usually every 500mm.

Installation: Smaller banners can be installed using zip ties through the eyelets. 
Larger banners may require sail track and rope for installation such as the Mount Street 
example shown. 

2600mm x 1200mm
3815mm x 1750mm

9x9 Fire Retardant  
Fence Mesh

A premium quality banner mesh with a high print reproduction and 
the added benefit of being flame retardant.

Usage: Most commonly used to cover scaffold or fencing of  
any length.
Lifespan: Three years pending environmental conditions.
Storage: Wipe banner clean, roll onto core and store upright,  
out of sunlight.

Direct print onto mesh and supplied in 50m x 1.8m rolls and 50m x 1.6m rolls with a 9×9 
thread count. Edges are welded with eyelets positioned every 500mm.
Material is show-through, and lets air and light in through the material. 

Installation: Mostly zipped tied to scaffolding or fencing.
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